
Economics 102, Fall 2009 Midterm #2 Mr. Smitka

Please answer all questions on this sheet. Where I have left you little room, it is because you 
should not need much space! Closed book. Sign and pledge. You have 90 minutes for this take-
home exam. "Short" questions are worth 5 points each. "Long" ones are worth 10 points each.  All 
work this term is graded against a curve.

Short answer questions. One phrase or sentence for the main point, one for elaboration. 5 pts each
I have indicated the core short answer in bold. Possible but unnecessary additions are 
indicated in italics.

1. Why hold money? Indicate which factor(s) matter most.
Transactions demand is the principle reason; we (households, businesses, government) need 
liquidity for everyday purchases. Hence changes in nominal GDP (price x real GDP) is a 
good indicator of changes in money demand. 
But fear – money is safe – and low opportunity costs relative to other assets  – low nominal 
interest rates – may also increase the demand for money; both factors were very important this 
past year.

2. Who prints our money? How?
Most money is in the "virtual" form of checking and other transactions-oriented deposits, 
created when banks make new loans. 
The Federal Open Market Committee indirectly influences the amount by influencing the cost of 
reserves, while by attempting to control inflation (and the overall health of the financial system) to 
preserve trust in the value of such deposits as money. But in all modern economies money is 
fundamentally a private creation, unbacked by anything other than trust.
Only a small portion of the stock of money is printed by the Comptroller of the Currency, part of 
the US Department of the Treasury (not the Federal Reserve System). 
Note that private money creation was central even in the days of the gold / silver standard. While 
paper currency could in principle be exchanged for metal coin, there was nothing protecting the 
value of bank deposits or the purchasing power of metal. And in fact (until made illegal in the late 
1930s, due to all-too-frequent bankruptcies of issuers) banks and local governments often printed 
their own money – "bank notes" and "script." You can find examples from (defunct!) local banks in 
area antique shops...

3. In the long run all that matters is … and why.
In the long run all that matters is the growth rate of per capita income, and that is a function 
of (total factor) productivity growth, as other sources of per capita growth (capital 
accumulation, physical and human) peter out due to diminishing returns.

4. Fed Funds
Fed Funds are deposits with a Federal Reserve Bank that (duh!) serve as reserves and are 
traded in an overnight interbank market. That interest rate – the Fed Funds rate – is the 
primary focus of monetary policy in the US.
In other countries similar overnight interbank markets for reserves are likewise the focus of 
monetary policy, e.g., the "call rate" in Japan.

5. Sticky prices
[whoops! too much cutting and pasting: a redundant question … not counted, but I did read in 
case you added info here that was not in your answer to #7]

Longer answer questions. You have room for a full paragraph. Each is worth 10 points.
6. The FOMC is concerned about slow growth and deflation. What should it direct the trading desk in the New 

York Federal Reserve Bank to do? Trace the process through which that affects the monetary side of the US 
economy.

The Federal Open Market Committee will seek to cut short term interest rates in an attempt 
to spur growth (via I and X-M) and (thereby) boost inflation. It will do so by directing the 
NY Fed Trading Desk to purchase bonds in "open market" operations, paying for the bonds 
by depositing money into the accounts of (the sellers') banks with the Fed. (The Fed thus 
"creates" reserves out of nothing, cf. how banks create regular money.) This increases the 
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amount of "Fed Funds" (reserves), and with more reserves (greater supply) the interest rate 
on Fed Funds will fall, ceteris paribus, lowering the opportunity cost of banks to borrow 
additional reserves and hence making it less costly for them to make additional loans.
Note however that this process must actually lead to new credit creation – new loans – for to have 
an effect. In a recession firms may be pessimistic and uninterested in borrowing; this past year 
many lenders had also suffered large capital losses, and wanted to shrink their loan portfolios. 
Cheaper reserves are helpful but not sufficient. You can't push on a string, you can lead a horse to 
water but you can't make him drink … aphorisms abound.
Even so, lower interest rates could still cause the dollar to depreciate – though again, it doesn't 
always work strongly, and given the small share of trade in the US, is less important than the 
credit creation / lending channel. That's not the case in small, open economies where the trade 
effect can be very large. But so can shifts in capital flows, as Krugman reminds us with his 
examples of the Latin American debt crisis of 1982 and the Asian financial crisis of 1997.

7. Sticky prices (of which wages are one). Why should such "micro" phenomena matter to macro?
In our "Classical" model all prices adjust quickly and smoothly, quantities (such as real 
GDP) do not shift; there is no unemployment, and inflation (if it occurs) does not impede 
macroeconomic performance. Business cycles can only occur in response to "real" supply-
side shocks; demand is irrelevant.
With "sticky" prices, the mix shifts towards quantity adjustments rather price adjustments; 
out of this comes unemployment (and because prices and quantities adjust at different rates, 
inflation).
Remember that modern macroeconomics was founded through the efforts of Keynes to 
"save" the classical model by explaining how there could be an equilibrium with high levels 
of unemployment. His efforts failed, and most subsequent (short-run) macroeconomic 
incorporate rigidities. Hopes arose in the 1980s and especially the 1990s that "flexible" 
markets were generating more stable growth alongside permanently lower levels of 
unemployment (a perception reinforced by newly developed mathematical and statistical 
tricks that made it possible to solve complicated "new" classical models). We unfortunately 
have abundant evidence that this hope was misplaced and that we cannot dispense with 
models in which "sticky" prices are central.
Note that such "sticky" prices imply that perfect competition is not the norm in our economy. (This, 
of course, is not news to microeconomists – there'd be little need for analysis if most markets 
reflected perfect competition!) In today's labor markets wages are set via administrative rules by 
large corporate bureaucracies; in the early post-WWII era labor unions (facing monopsonistic 
employers) also exerted influence. In product markets prices are set by firms with market power 
(monopolies, oligopolies and monopolistic competitors) who therefore have some leeway to adjust 
their markups (profit margins) while leaving prices fixed. Finally, product prices are more flexible 
than wages, and wages, directly or indirectly, are the largest element in the production costs of 
businesses. So a boom can lead to rising product prices that only gradually get reflected in rising 
wages, setting off an inflationary cycle.

8. Baby sitting cooperative. How can a "recession" occur? Be cured?
If there are a limited number of coupons (money) then a modest level of saving can result in 
too few couples wanting to go out, and the market freezes due to illiquidity. 
Another way to interpret this is as deflation: with few coupons, the real price for babysitting 
is too high, and couples are reluctant to spend their "money". Again, the result is a recession, 
with too few people going out to provide those who want to babysit to get an additional 
couple the opportunity to do so.
To cure this, administrative controls fail; it's hard to set up rules to force people to go out on 
dates. But there is a simple solution, monetary policy to generate inflation so that people feel 
spending a coupon represents a fair trade, and so that their liquidity – the stock of coupons 
saved for a rainy day, or an emergency or special concert – is adequate for the task. To do 
this, all the managers of the coop had to do was to distribute more coupons.
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There is a second example in Krugman, one of seasonality, with excess demand in summer and 
insufficient demand in winter. This is not really a recession, but it is a neat illustration of monetary 
policy. The solution here is to set an appropriate interest rate, in this case a negative one, so that 
coupons issued in winter lose value as summer approaches: use or lose! Note that, unlike in our 
discussion of saving, there is little or no wealth effect, only a substitution effect. Note too that in 
the real world monetary authorities can't push nominal interest rates below zero, but if there is 
(significant) inflation, they can make real rates negative by pushing the nominal interest rate 
below the rate of inflation.

9. How historically did the US protect the health of the banking system?
There are many separate measures adopted in the US (and most other economies); four 
examples sufficed for full points, especially if the answer employed appropriate jargon. As 
the current financial crisis demonstrates (ditto others detailed by Krugman), it is 
(comparatively) easy to prevent a recurrence of the last crisis but hard to forestall the ability 
of bankers to find new ways to lose money. 
• lender of last resort: to try to boost confidence and thereby stem runs on banks, by offering to 
"discount" – provide cash – in return for receiving assets such as US Treasuries as collateral, 
though during the current financial crisis the Fed expanded the range of acceptable assets
until the Federal Reserve system was created, in the US there was no government institution that 
could intervene to try to stem a panic, and no national bank that could play that role on a de facto 
(but not de jure) basis. sometimes a coalition of (private) banks managed to do so (cf. a famous 
and successful effort by JPMorgan around 1900) but in all too many instances no one stepped 
forward to risk their own fortune.
• reserve requirements: so that banks have enough cash on hand such that a modest panic doesn't 
turn into a bank run
the level for nationally chartered banks is set by the Board of Governors of the Fed, adjusted 
annually for inflation and other technical reasons. it typically applies only to transactions-oriented 
deposits ("money") such as checking ("demand deposit") accounts.
• capital requirements (so that modest losses don't lead to a bank having insufficient assets to pay 
off depositors, that is, bankruptcy)
the level is set variously by the state and federal banking regulators that granted the initial bank 
charter (license to operate).
• FDIC Insurance (dating from the Great Depression, recently boosted from $100,000 to 
$250,000 per depositor); at one time there were separate state deposit corporations for state 
chartered banks, but those in Maryland and Ohio ran out of funds in the 1980s, causing a banking 
panic…
• prudential banking rules (run variously by sometimes poorly coordinated state and federal 
bank regulators); examples include limits on lending to a single borrower – no single loan should 
be large enough to render a bank insolvent if it goes bad!
• bank inspections (to see that banks follow the rules, and also to check for fraud…)
• bank size limitations, separation of commercial banking from securities operations and 
from investment banking from insurance from derivatives trading (almost all such rules 
disappeared in a wave of "markets know best" deregulation, giving us institutions "too big to fail" 
that lent like banks and took deposits like banks but weren't required to keep reserves or capital or 
exercise even minimal prudence or demonstrate to inspectors that they had functioning internal 
controls)
Note that only a few of these functions are handled by the Fed, and that the Fed has many 
responsibilities besides the health of the financial system, e.g., controlling inflation, providing the 
infrastructure that gives us integrated national financial markets, such as operational support for 
check clearing and for the Fed Funds market via the "Fed wire" interbank money transfer system.
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10. Macro externalities. Our economy faces shocks all the time. Use the circular flow concept (Y ≡ Y) to 
explain how their magnitude may be amplified. Feel free to use models verbal, graphical, arithmetic or 
algebraic to illustrate how this process operates.

A. Prose
The "multiplier" is the primary example we've had of a macro externality. An example of a 
(positive) shock is an increase in government-funded road construction, authorized by the stimulus 
package passed by Congress and signed into law by President Obama in February 2009. ) This 
initial shock boosts an exogenous component of the economy (here "G") causing an increase in 
GDP. But final expenditure Y = income Y, so this boost in G leads to a boost in income. About half 
of that increment goes to savings and taxes or is used to import goods and services and so is 
"lost" (leaks out of) the economy. But these newly-hired workers do boost their consumption, 
which boost GDP and hence leads to more jobs and more income. Again, this cycle is diminished 
by about half. 
The net impact is that the initial shock to GDP is amplified, empirically not by the full two-fold 
level this logic suggests, but by about 1.5x. 
This is due to the "Taylor Rule" response of monetary authorities, who tend to let interest rates 
rise; the impact of higher prices on real wealth; the expectations of policy wearing off quickly so 
that investors are wary and households tend to save rather than spend what they fear is a short-
term boost; and the finite nature of time, in which jobs aren't created instantaneously. Empirically, 
the multiplier is typically greater for policies that create jobs directly (government purchases) than 
in those that (merely) promise to (eventually) create them indirectly (tax cuts and boosts to 
transfers).
B. Arithmetic
⇒ G = +$300 billion ⇒ Y (product) = +$300 billion ⇒ Y (income) = +$300 billion 
⇒ C = +$150 billion ⇒ Y … +$150 billion ⇒
⇒ C = +$75 billion ⇒ Y … +$75 billion ⇒ ∑  Y … +$600 billion
C. Algebra
Y = C + I + G + X - M and with endogenous 

C = a + (1-s)(1-τ)Y and 
M = mY 

we can substitute in our GDP indentity to get the multiplier 
Y = (a + I + G + X)/(s + τ + m) 

where for the US we have s + τ + m ≈ 0.5 so that with the stimulus package we get  Δ  Y  ≈ 2 x  Δ  G. 
We can use this same formula to estimate the impact of a change in the tax rate τ. 
It also helps us see that in a small, "open" economy such as Belgium, where the level of trade is 
very high, the multiplier is quite low as most of an initially domestic shock spills over to the benefit 
(or detriment) of neighbors. 
Because of this same logic it makes little sense for an individual state (or local government) in the 
US to try to "boost" jobs, and most state and local government constitutions in fact place fairly 
tight ceilings on budget deficits – credit rating agencies play the same role. That doesn't stop 
political candidates on the hustings from claiming that they'll improve the local economy. It's not 
that policy doesn't matter, but it takes time to build up things such as local schools and cultural 
amenities and infrastructure, and such long-term policies aren't sustainable without popular 
support and the tax revenues to enable it. In practice, most "good" employers are more interested 
in stable and effective government than "cheap" government (low taxes).
D. Graphical analysis
The book presents the 45º line ("Keynesian Cross") in which a shift of the (flattish) demand 
equilibrium line leads to a more than proportional shift in GDP. See the book; I won't try to 
reproduce it here.


